Success Rates for High-Enrolling Fall 2014 Courses

The tables below show the average success (a grade of A, B, C, or P) rates of Fall 2014 credit courses in which 300 or more students enrolled. Courses were sorted from highest to lowest based on the success rate of students and are categorized into three groups for presentation. The corresponding blue line for each course represents the range of success rates across all sections of a given course.

Example: PSY 215 had an 85% overall success rate. The success rate for individual sections ranged from 70% to 97%.

Top 25% of Courses

Middle 26-74% of Courses
Notes: Average pass rate is based on individual credit course sections enrolling 10 or more students and excludes dual credit. The overall pass rate for all 44 high enrolling (300+students) courses was 71%.
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